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Travelers Want a Personal Recommendation, Not More Choice

Booking Travel is Frustrating 
But it’s About to Completely Change

here is how and why the change is coming

You probably understand the frustration of booking travel. You go to many sites such as Expedia, 
Booking.com and Google, searching for a destination and hotel of your dreams.   

Those sites try to direct you to the best options - but how do they know what’s best for YOU?  They don’t.  
And how do YOU know which choice will give you the vacation experience you crave? You don’t. 

So after wading through endless search boxes, clicking, swiping & tapping away, you might be so 
frustrated that you don’t book at all!  

Or, if you do book, you’re disappointed when you go on vacation & discover that the hotel is nothing like 
what you expected.  

But that’s about to change because we know the hotels and we understand you. 

We don’t give you more choice, we give you a personal recommendation. 
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A Personal Solution to  
A Global Problem

Personalization the new driving force in travel

What makes us different? The deeper understanding of why an individual travels.  

Take Lucy for example: Maybe Trust is her driving force,  so she wants somewhere her family can rely on, 
probably a chain hotel.  

What about Bachelor Jack:  Maybe he’s a bit of a maverick seeking new experiences abroad and quirky 
accommodation.  

We get it. And we’ll help the spectrum of travellers find what’s right for them. 

The big problem is that todays travel systems and services don't really know you. Sure they have piles of data - 
too much really. But they don't know who you are. They can’t say this is the right area, the right people, the 
right decor or ambience because they don't know whether you are a connoisseur, a trendsetter or a maverick 
and they don't classify hotels according to personality. 
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Leading Research Confirms: 
Travelers are Frustrated

By far, the biggest complaint expressed by travelers using the web in 
the UK and US was being forced to sift through too much information.

              
86% consider, like or value personalized offers

Half or more of travelers seek ease of comparing products and pricing 

Around one-third or more of the travelers want better search 

and a simpler interface

https://www.tnooz.com/article/online-frustration-shows-travel-companies-still-not-getting-the-basics-right/
http://www.mindtree.com/personalization/travel-hospitality/pdf/mindtree-survey-report-personalization-travel-and-hospitality.pdf

Too much information - Impersonal
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simpler interface 
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https://www.tnooz.com/article/online-frustration-shows-travel-companies-still-not-getting-the-basics-right/
http://www.mindtree.com/personalization/travel-hospitality/pdf/mindtree-survey-report-personalization-travel-and-hospitality.pdf
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said they would spend more 
time planning a trip that is 
tailored to their interests 

PersonaHolidays 
delivers more than 1/3 want 

better search 
simpler interface 

and more  
compare function read reviews before 

booking - 
 most read many

Travelers Frustration   
Demands Change

Cost of dissatisfaction plagues travel 

Lower
conversion

 Fewer 
repeat bookings

Higher cost 
of acquisition

Travelers frustration
leaves room for improvements in personalization, 
more targeted information and better systems -

Travelers are ready for a better way!

Hotels are also affected by inadequate systems 
and Online Travel Agent (OTA) domination.

Lower
conversion

Higher cost 
of acquisition

 Fewer 
repeat bookings

Channel conflict
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Hotels Need Help With OTA Dominance  
& Technology Overload

Hotels Want to 
  

Increase Brand Presence  
&  

Get More Direct Bookings 

OTA 56%*

DIRECT
44%

OFFLINE
55%

1. Commission Eating Profits  
2. Many Sites to Update 
3. OTAs Build Loyalty 
4. OTAs Own Data 
5. Losing Brand Integrity 
6. Commoditization 

 

2016 - the year in which OTA 
revenues will surpass Brand.com 
hospitality revenues in the U.S.

——————

PersonaHolidays 

1 Million 
Hotels
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Hotel rooms and hotels themselves are becoming commodities within OTA channels. They look and feel 
the same.  There is differentiation between classes - luxury is luxury and budget is budget. But ultimately, 
similar commodities have more or less the same features and amenities. 

The main differential in a commodity is price. 

Hotels need to brand themselves to stand out of the crowd. They need to create a unique expectation 
consistent with the core value of the hotel experience.

The main  
differential in  
a commodity  
is price

Personality - The Key Differentiator
“
”

PersonaHolidays 

OTAs Build Their Brands  
@ Hotels Expense

Hotel Rooms Becoming Commodities
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we create holidays to match your personality
Travel is Personal

PersonaHolidays 

For the hotel and tourism hosts, personality and character are a vital differentiation at a time when it is 
feared that travel is becoming a mere commodity in the online distribution systems. Hoteliers want to 
increase their distribution intelligently and maintain their brand integrity so that they are not just 
selling hotel rooms as a lowest-price commodity. They are looking for an alternative that will build, 

maintain and feature their unique brand identity.

personality is always unique 
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Personalization Time is Right

Behaviour Analysis
Programatic

Visual Display

Artificial Intelligence
Smart Systems

Technology catches up to traveller needs

New mobile nimble 
Adaptive strategies

and mindsets

Psychological 
Profiling
Matching

Social Index
Cloud Data
Accessable

The tools available today mean 
that entire systems must be reengineered
to take advantage of new approaches
and programatic opportunities 

… with a mobile first philosophy!
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said they would spend more 
time planning a trip that is 
tailored to their interests PersonaHolidays 

delivers 

No One Has Got it Right 
Until Now

hard to implement on traditional systems

OTAs traditional archival systems 
aren't the best platform for today's 
demanding environment.

Our solution is built to satisfy 
customer needs and scale up
as demand rises.

new framing - new languages
new hardware - new software

new profiling - new branding
new marketing -new automation

new display- new visualization
new gaming theory - new immediacy

new data services - new platforms
new channels - new banking

Not an Easy Fix 
for LegacySystems
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said they would spend more 
time planning a trip that is 
tailored to their interests PersonaHolidays 

delivers 

A Better Travel Experience
makes travel planning personally meaningful

uniquely targeted and personal
recommendations

higher engagement
 and conversion

lower cost of acquisition
easier entry

creates brand advocates
social sharing

more repeat bookings
brand loyalty

New system using current tool and 
technology create more personalized 
and adaptive systems that engages, 
coverts gets shred and repeated.

Small adaptive firms and startups have 
a distinct advance with lower cost of 
access and entry. 
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Solution
A new way to market travel 

The PersonaHolidays Channel 
Highly interactive,  intensely visual, 

respectfully personal, intuitive and immediate!


